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Accessible to which type of disability
Travel agents/online travel agents, are not accessibility experts!

Ex. different needs for different disability types

- Does the reception desk have a hearing device?
- Does the elevator have control buttons with constructing color?
- Does the room have light signs to indicate a knock on the door?
- Does the TV have an alarm clock?
- Can the traveler order room service from the TV?
The problem

Main parameters we look for on wheelchair accessibility.

There isn't one standard for an accessible room, every room looks different.
Travaxy also integrates seamlessly with your existing booking process.
### Hotel certification


**USA** – Manhattan, Long Island, New Jersey, Boston, Los Angeles, Santa Monica, Beverly Hills, San Diego, Las Vegas, Miami.

Israel – Tel Aviv, Ramat Gan, Herzliya, Jerusalem, Tiberius, Eilat, Dead Sea, Haifa.

According to 90 different accessibility parameters.
Airline accessibility notifications

Airlines require 48 hours notification before servicing travelers with disabilities

Travaxy takes this hassle away from platform users and travelers with a simple API call
The biggest and fastest growing minority in the world

People with disabilities

- 1B People with disabilities in 2015
- 1.2B People with disabilities in 2020
- 600M Living in developed countries

*source: ODO, Deloitte, WHO  
**source: European Commission, ENAT

70% of the 600M travel

15% out of those that don’t travel, would travel if they felt they have a solution
The Travaxy Team and advisors

Lioz Amar  
CEO an accessibility expert a programmer, Paralympian swimmer Beijing 2008, top 8 in the world.

Michall Benassiag  
CMO a travel expert for the last 25 years, working both B2B (Amadeus) and B2C travel companies

Nir Ben Levy  
An entrepreneur for more than 20 years, a programmer, a product manager, and a gentleman.

Vlad Tanase  
Full stake programmer for the last 12 years.

Itai Green  
Founder of Israel Travel Tech Startups includes 350 Israeli TravelTech entrepreneurs and startup companies. Corporate Open Innovation Expert; including various Global Startup management positions.

Shahar Botzer  
Founder and managing partner at ‘Good Company’, a purpose driven early-stage VC fund.

Dr. Yael Benvenisti  
CEO at Mediterranean Towers Ventures, Agetech investor, international speaker, mastered in geriatrics and rehabilitation, ergonomics, accessibility, and non-healing wounds.
Integration of customers and acknowledgment

Travaxy and Amadeus

Amadeus the biggest B2B travel GDS serving 50% of the worldwide travel companies and solutions, showcasing our company to their customers

Travaxy and Lufthansa city center

Travaxy is in the process of integrating Lufthansa city center partner agencies.

*GDS - Global distribution system
Award winning start up
Thanks to Travaxy every travel agent can become an accessibility expert!